
The most common secondary processes that are integrated
either individually or together, with tube cutting are: wire
brush deburring, endfinishing (chamfering), automatic
measuring, tube washing and automatic tube packaging.

The decision to integrate your tube cutting process with
other secondary processes needs to be evaluated carefully.
The most obvious benefit to be realized is labor savings 
generated by integrating several processes that otherwise
would be done individually. Integration also has added 
benefits of eliminating work in progress and the associated
inventory tracking, saving floor space by keeping the 
cutting and secondary processes close, and decreasing 
production scheduling duties.

Other factors that can influence your decision to 

integrate processes are:

• Secondary process cycle times should not cause exces-
sive delay in cutting operation. (Doubling the second-
ary machine can solve this)

• Changeover times on cutoff and secondary process
machines are relatively equal

• Production runs are within the changeover parameters
of the cutting and secondary machines

• Your cutting machines and secondary processing
machines have similar capacities 

Integrating your tube cutting operation with secondary
processes can also jeopardize overall production if certain 
conditions are not met. If the secondary process requires
two hours for a changeover and the cutoff can be changed
in ten minutes you don’t want to integrate unless you are
running large production runs.The availability of skilled
labor can also influence your decision. Although the auto-
matic transfer methods to integrate secondary processes are
relatively simple, it is an additional process that needs to
be performed by workers that are properly trained and
motivated.  Finally it is important to design your overall
system with areas for accumulation and reintroduction of
parts should one component of the system fail. This will
allow you to continue the upstream process and reintroduce
parts downstream at another time.

Tube Cutoff Processes

Practically any type of tube cutting machine can be 
integrated with secondary machines.  The cutoff machine
should be considered the first stage in the integrated system
and be as automated as possible to help you realize labor

savings.  There are numerous methods available to cut
tubing and the following are the most commonly used
prior to transferring to secondary operations:  Dual-Blade
Shear Cutting, Supported Shear Cutting, Sawing and
Rotary Cutting.  Haven Manufacturing can design and
build automatic transfer systems from your existing 
cutting operation. 

To eliminate labor and ease handling, your tube cutoff
machine should be equipped with an automatic bundle
loader /unscrambler. These devices let you place a mill
length bundle of tubing into them and they will be auto-
matically raised and individually escaped through the cut-
off operation. 

Conveying Cut-to-Length Tubes and Scrap Tube Ends 

Crop cuts and tail cuts must be separated from the pri-
mary parts.  The cutoff operation should include an auto-
matic sorting mechanism for this job. It is also desirable to
optimize your mill length of tubing to produce the maxi-
mum number of good parts with minimal scrap.
Depending upon the cutoff operation a trim cut may be
required to remove a dimpled mill end. Scrap tube ends
should be conveyed or dropped into scrap hoppers and
kept separate from the transfer of 
primary parts. 

On the system pictured, the scrap parts will fall to the front (operator side) of
the machine, while the primary parts will roll to the rear onto the horizontal con-
veyor. Should there be a failure in one of the downstream processes, this system
can also be arranged to allow primary parts to be collected on the operator side and
reintroduced to the downstream process later on.

Automation of Cutting & Secondary Processes
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From the cutoff operation, cut to length parts greater
than six inches in length can be dropped directly onto a
linear conveyor.  Polymer belt top conveyors are used for
light tubes.  Steel plate chain conveyors are used for heavier
tubes.  A general rule of thumb for determining the con-
veyor material is that if you wouldn’t want the tube drop-
ping on your hand, you need to use a steel plate conveyor.

Transfer conveyors should have variable speed drives.
This gives you flexibility to convey various lengths at the
appropriate speed to feed your secondary operations and
prevent unnecessary downtime.  A dual-blade shear can
cut 6.00” long parts at one per second, it is necessary to
speed up the conveyor to feed them downstream.

We will design a transfer system with possible accumu-
lation or reintroduction stations to be used in case of
downtime at one of the operations.

Transfer From Conveyor to Secondary Processes 

Drop Box. A drop box is a mechanical means to change
part orientation 90 degrees from a straight line on the
conveyor.  It is placed directly on the end of the variable
speed horizontal conveyor and parts fall by gravity from
the container to the drop box.  It has a length adjustable
stop plate that the tube hits and gravity drops the tube
into the box.  It also has an overhead device to contain
the tube during its fall and direct it towards the bottom.
An angled plate at the bottom of the drop box also helps
contain the part and assure its positive alignment. 

The drop box works very well with round tubes.  It
can also be adapted very well for squares, rectangles and
shapes.  Additional guides are sometimes used to assure
alignment on rectangles and shapes.  On shorter light
wall shapes a steeper angle may be required to assure the
part falls down into position.

The typical applications for the drop box are 6.00” to
120” in part length, with diameters from .375” to 3.50”.

Advantages of the mechanical drop box are speed and a
relatively inexpensive cost.  Parts can flow into the drop box
at a rate of up to 4500 per hour.  There are no moving parts
and mechanical adjustments are made with locking handles
and slides.  The top of the drop box can also be opened to
manually load parts that may have been accumulated at the
cutoff while a downstream operation was not functioning.

Kickoff Conveyor. Another method for transferring
parts from a horizontal conveyor 90 degrees to a second-
ary operation is by using a kickoff conveyor.  Typically this
is used in cases where the tubes are heavier and larger in
diameter.  (Greater than 3.50” diameter and .120” wall
thickness).  These tubes are too heavy for a drop box.  The
potential for noise and damage from tubes hitting one
another is excessive.  Typically kick-off conveyors are used
with metal top horizontal conveyors.  The kickoff mecha-
nism is mounted as part of the conveyor, because parts are
actually kicked off the conveyor with a swing gate mecha-
nism, as opposed to the drop box where gravity is used.  

A drop box mechanism is placed directly on the end of a variable-speed horizontal
conveyor, and parts fall from the conveyor to the drop box.

The kickoff mechanism has a part length adjustable stop
mechanism located at the far end.  A ground probe is
placed on the stop and signals the cylinder actuated kick-
off to push a part off the conveyor.  A kickoff system has
an approximate maximum hourly output of 2400 parts.

Both the drop box and the kickoff conveyor can also be
designed to feed parts to either side.  A double drop box or
kickoff can feed parts to a brush machine on one side or an
endfinisher on the opposite side. 

A kickoff mechanism is mounted on the conveyor, and parts are actually kicked off
the conveyor with a swing gate mechanism.

Bank Control. Regardless if drop box or kickoff mechanism
is used, the parts that have been reoriented need to be
aligned in a single bank for introduction to the next
process.  A bank control device is used for this purpose.
The bank control assembly has four handles on each side
for adjustment.  The top two adjust the height of the upper
bank control rail.  This should be adjusted so that the rail
is approximately 1/8” above the top of the tubes so they
are allowed to roll freely down the incline.  The bottom
two handles adjust the tube escapement arms.  These fin-
gers should be adjusted to allow only one tube to be
picked up by the paddles on the transfer chain.  
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The bank control has high and low switches that control
the amount of tube accumulated on the ramp.  The low
limit switch closes off the escapement arm and tells the
upstream process to send more tubes.  Once the tubes
reach the high limit level, the escapement opens to accept
tubes into the autoload system on the secondary process
machine. If the high limit switch stays activated too long, a
signal is sent to the upstream process to stop feeding parts.
The primary purpose of the bank control is to maximize
the output of the upstream (cutting) process and maintain
a smooth flow through the secondary process machine.

Parts that have been
reoriented need to be
aligned in a single bank
for introduction to the
next process. A bank con-
trol device is used for this
purpose.

Autoload Systems for Secondary Processes   �

The transfer systems described
all rely upon conveyors to move
parts from the cutting operation to
either a drop box or kickoff mecha-
nism.  From here gravity takes over
to orient the tubes into a bank con-
trol mechanism.  At this point the
parts need to be elevated to allow
gravity feeding into the secondary
process.  For this purpose a chain
driven autoload device is attached
to your secondary process machine.
These devices typically employ
heavy duty chain mechanisms and
drive motors attached to a hexago-
nal shaft to ensure simultaneous movement of each end.
Nylon or urethane paddles are connected to the chain for
picking up the tubes.  

Walking Beam Transfer. Certain secondary operations,
such as length and run-out inspection, require that the
tubes are held at rest momentarily.  For this purpose a
walking beam transfer is used (see diagram on page 4).

Automatic Tube Inspection Machines

There are increasing demands in the industry to provide
100% inspection of tubular components produced from a
cutting and secondary processing line.  In some cases
length inspection is required, in others length and a
straightness inspection is necessary.  This is a process that
should be integrated in the entire production line to elimi-
nate secondary handling and unnecessary expense.

Depending upon the part per hour requirement, these
types of inspection machines are equipped with single or
dual stations.  Sometimes it is necessary to double up on
the stations to keep up with the speed of the cutoff opera-
tion.  Typically these machines can receive parts from the
upstream process with the traditional drop box or kickoff
to a staging station.  

The basic machines have one checking station that
measures overall length.  A second station can be added
that will inspect for part straightness and / or part ovality.
If required, all stations can be doubled to increase capacity.
For all conditions a reject station is incorporated to sepa-
rate good parts from rejected parts.  Because the part
needs to be captured and held momentarily for inspection,
these machines use a ‘walking beam’ design to transfer the
parts through the inspection stations.  Getting the parts to
the walking beam can be accomplished in a variety of
ways, such as, conveyed to a drop box or kickoff station or
fed directly from an upstream process, such as endfinish-
ing or brush deburring, to a staging station.  The parts are
picked up by the beam and rapidly advanced into a series
of v-notch work rests.  The part first enters a chip blow out
station.  A programmed solenoid valve activates this func-
tion to assure that there are no obstructions that can skew

the length measurement.  In the
measuring station, a cylinder
pushes the part against a hardened
surface at the opposite end.  A
LVDT (Linear Variable Differential
Transformer) sensor measures the
length of the part and compares it
to a calibration figure.  Specific tol-
erance ranges can be programmed
into the processor.  Any part that
exceeds the upper or lower limit of
the tolerance is rejected.  If desired,
a signal or message can be dis-
played to alert the operator of a
reject.  As an option, a printed

inspection report can be added and the data can be down-
loaded to a SPC recorder.  If required, a second inspection
station can be designed into the machine to measure
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straightness and/or ovality.  This station rotates the part
while LVDT or Laser sensors measure it for overall
straightness and/or ovality.  

These inspection machines allow total control of your
upstream processes.  The machine automatically monitors
reject statistics and advises the operator of production
trends.  Increases in part length suggest upstream tooling

issues, such as worn endfinisher or cutoff tooling. There is
also the advantage of automatically sorting rejected tubes
and the possibility of ejecting them to a rework station.  

The measurement methods have distinct differences.
LVDT technology uses positive contact and is accurate 
and more cost effective than laser.  It will accumulate 
dirt and must be cleaned periodically to prevent skewed
measurements.

Laser is a non-contact method and will not accumulate
dirt is very accurate, but more expensive than LVDT tech-
nology.  

Cycle times for a single station length checking are up to
2000 parts per hour.  Straightness and ovality checking
have a maximum cycle time of 1400 parts per hour in a
single station machine.  

Integrating one or multiple secondary processes with
your tube cutting machine is an assured way to increase
your productivity and help you remain competitive.
Careful consideration in the design and layout of these
systems will increase their chance of success.  Haven
Manufacturing Corporation offers full integration 
capabilities from concept, design and implementation.
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Walking beam transfer systems capture a part securely and hold it momentarily
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